June 2019 Newsletter
Current Highlights
Next week, BayInfotech (BIT) will be showcasing Cisco's Multi-Domain
Architecture demo in Cisco Live 2019 Conference at DSI Booth at World of
Solutions.
Introducing MANAGED SECURED SD-WAN and LIFECYCLE AS A PRACTICE
Services. Let BIT support you on your journey to a successful business. Let's
Get it Started!

Be boundless - CISCO Multi-Domain Architecture
Use Cases

Use Case # 1
Cisco ACI and SDWAN
Integration
This demo showcases a use case
where
a
customer
wants
a
mechanism to quickly deploy services,
and securely configure policy from the
WAN through to the DataCenter. With
a single Ansible call, an application can
be deployed, and link choices can be
made programmatically to either save
the customer money, or enhance
performance.

Use Case # 2
Cisco SDWAN Integration with
AppD
Businesses

often

want

to

make

routing and policy decisions using
factors outside of traditional WAN
metrics, these may be decisions
based on environment factors, such
as time of day, weather reports, dollar
cost of links, etc...SDWAN makes the
process of changing links based on
external influences easy through its
programmatic REST based interface.
AppDynamics presents the ability to
monitor application performance using
a multitude of metrics, from business
transaction speed
experience.
This

to end user
demo
utilizes

AppDynamics application performance
data as the external factor to choose

the most efficient WAN links. The link
modifications will be made through
AppDynamics and SDWAN interaction.

Some of BayInfotech (BIT) current projects
SD-WAN Proof of Value

SD-WAN, a part of SDN for the WAN, and its overlay
approach opens up a world of simplicity not just for
on-premises implementation, but also for cloud
deployments.
BayInfotech
had
recently
showcased the POV(proof of value) for Cisco's end
customer which indeed helped them in speeding
up the elimination the manual building of WANs
and gained agility for quick configuration updates
or IOS upgrades to meet changing business
needs. Using solutions from BayInfotech and
Cisco, Customer achieved its goal and much more.

Network Infrastructure
As your business expands, so does your network.
Running a growing network smoothly depends on
making sure each part of your infrastructure is
being managed effectively and that being said
network assessment is a good place to start with.
Recently, BayInfotech created the network
assessment report for one of the Cisco's end
customer where we evaluated their network
configuration, identified security holes, and
suggested the changes that will maximize in
efficiency of their network and plan for future
growth.

Giving back to community
Reyna's Cure Fundraiser
We are truly honored to be able to support the
Reyna's CDKL5 Cure, along with HOPE4HARPER as
they recently hosted an event: Flash Mob by
Bombay Jam. It was a beautiful day at Evergreen
Village Square full of love and positive energy while
the flashmob showed off some awesome moves.
Cherished by all that attended, it was a moving
event that raised funds and created awareness in
the community. Credit for this great shot goes to
Random Drifts.
Reyna's Cure is raising funds for a clinical trial for a
CDKL5 cure. This cause is inspired by brave,
beautiful, little Reyna Jogani and all the children
affected by this genetic disorder that results in
severely impaired brain development.

Employee Testimonial
BayInfotech Employee Testimonial
Video
Watch a testimonial from an actual BayInfotech
employee. Hear from one of our own team
members about how great of an experience
working with BayInfotech is. We are honored by all
the awesome things he has to say.

Honour of presenting an award
MBEIC Award Presentation
Speech
BayInfotech's Maulik Shyani is the chair for the
MBEIC (Minority Business Enterprise Input
Committee) of the Western Regional Minority
Supplier Development Council (WRMSDC). He

gave a great speech at the WRMSDC Black Tie
Awards and Fundraiser Gala, and had the honor of
presenting an award.
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